[Controversy in the indication of surgical treatment of acute bleeding for peptic ulcers in gastroduodenum].
Bleeding in the upper part of GI tract is a serious condition requiring careful investigation and adequate treatment. The surgical treatment is irreplaceable in the case of unsuccessful conservative treatments. The timing of a surgical intervention in diagnostic-therapeutic algorithm is still controversial, although there are a lot of identification factors. 538 patients with bleeding I and IIA according to Forrest classification were hospitalized in surgical ICU in the period from July 2001 till December 2006. There were 310 men and 228 women together. 34 patients with mortality 17.6% were surgically treated after unsuccessful conservative and endoscopic treatment. The early surgical intervention for patients with bleeding from peptic ulcus decreases its mortality. The emergency surgical intervention is necessary for patients when bleeding continues in an adequate conservative treatment or in the excessive recurrent bleeding. It is also necessary when the active bleeding is not endoscopicaly treatable or approachable. The number of emergency surgical interventions can be decreased by effective endoscopical treatment and by stabilization of patients. In the case of the location of bleeding in the back wall of duodenal bulbus or in the location of little curvature and especially in bigger peptical lesions the elective surgical intervention should be concerned because of the high risk of recurrence of bleeding. The mortality rate in emergency surgical intervention for excessive bleeding ranges from 10 till 50% compared with elective operations according to literature.